Trellis

Want to stay connected with the California Alliance? Join Trellis, a STEM focused online platform where you can stay connected with the California Alliance community, engage with colleagues at UC Berkeley, Caltech, Stanford, UCLA, University of Michigan, and Harvard University and get access to exclusive resources, and a calendar of events for the California Alliance activities.

Already a Trellis member? Login [here](#) and request to join our communities:

- California Alliance (AGEP)
  - This community is open to anyone interested, and will provide general information and updates about the California Alliance program and research activities.
- California Alliance (AGEP) Participants
  - This community is open only to California Alliance PhD Students, Postdocs, Faculty, and Staff participants from UC Berkeley, Caltech, Stanford, UCLA, University of Michigan, and Harvard University.

Not a Trellis member? For California Alliance participants only, we can send you an invitation link to join for free. Email [uclacaalliance@grad.ucla.edu](mailto:uclacaalliance@grad.ucla.edu) to request membership access and include the following information in your message:

- First and Last Name
- Preferred Email Address
- Campus (UC Berkeley, Caltech, Stanford, UCLA, University of Michigan, Harvard University)
- Affiliation (PhD Student, Postdoc, Staff, Faculty)
- Department/Discipline